In this note, starting from the notion of "unambiguity" of the product of two subsets of a free monoid, two preliminary characterizations of "variable length codes" are given. By making use of some auxiliary lemmas, from the first we derive in a very simple manner the Sardinas and Patterson theorem on the unique decipherability of coded messages. From the second we are able to obtain a new proof of the Schtitzenberger theorem characterizing the free submonoids of a free monoid.
INTRODUCTION
A characterization of the subsets of a free monoid which are acceptable variable length codes, or simply codes, has been done by Sardinas and Patterson (1953) , in the context of communication theory. Moreover SchiJtzenberger (1956), Sevrin (1960) , and Cohn (1962) gave some equivalent mathematical characterizations of the free submonoids of a free monoid.
The two previous problems are indeed strictly tied since a subset _// of a free monoid X* is a code (or base) if and only if the monoid M generated by it is free and _//is the unique minimal set of generators of M.
In this note we first state some elementary propositions on the "unambiguity" of the product of two subsets of a free monoid, by means of which two preliminary characterizations of the codes are given. The first allows the deduction, in a natural way, of the Sardinas and Patterson theorem. The proof needs only a simple lemma relating the "residual sets" of different order of a given subset of a free monoid. It seems to be more direct and algebraic than the previous ones (Sardinas and Patterson, 1953; Bandyopadhyay, 1963; Riley, 1967) . The second code condition can be split in two equations: the first expresses the minimality of the set of generators and the second is exactly equivalent to the Sehiitzenberger theorem, as it is possible to prove.
NOTATIONS AND MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
In the following, N denotes the set of nonnegative integers and X a nonempty set, or alphabet. X* is the free monoid of alphabet .3f, 1 its unit element and X+:=X*--1. For any submonoid M of X*, M+:=M--1 and :~ M + --(M+) ~ is the unique minimal set of generators of M (Sevrin, 1960; Tilson, 1972) . The length of a word x e X* will be, as usual, denoted bylx[. If A, B ~ X* then A @ B and AB denote the join and theproduct of A and B, A* the submonoid of X* generated by A, A-IB and BA -i the subsets of X* defined as Let A be a subset of X*. We consider the following infinite sequence of sets A i (i e N), called right residuals of A, defined as:
In a similar way also left residuals ~i (i e N) of A can be defined as: In a similar way one can prove that if .d C X +, then _d is a code iff the product A*A is unambiguous.
From Eq. (2.5) and (2.6) one has, in particular, that if A C X+, the product AX*(X*A) is unambiguous iff A ~ AX+ = ~ (X+A n A = ;g), i.e., A is a prefix-code (suffix-code).
THE SARDINAS AND PATTERSON THEOREM
In this section we give a characterization of codes which, as we shall prove, is equivalent to the Sardinas and Patterson theorem.
Let A be a subset of X+. From Proposition 2.2 and Eq. (2.7) one has:
A code +-~ A1A* n A* = ~. Proof. From Definition (2.2) of the operation X, one has that
n (B × C) D + D n (C × B) A = [./1 n (B-IC) D + D n (C-~B)A] + [An (C-~B) D @ D n (B-1C)A].
Thus, using Proposition 3.1, Eq. (3.5) follows. []
Remark 2. We observe that if A, B, C, D C_ X*, one can derive in a similar way that

A n D(BC -~) + D n A(CB -~) 5a ~ ~-~ AC n DB ~a cg and
A n D(B o C) + D n A(C o B) ~= ~ +-~ AC n DB + AB r3 DC ~ 2s. (3.6)
For any A C X + and for all i, j, h e N let us define the following family of sets:
(3.7) Proof. Let us note that
LEMMA 3.1. For all h >~ 2 and i, j ~ N A(i.],h ) -{-A(].~,h ) =~ ~J ~ A(i+l.],h_l) -~
By Eq. aai~ "" ainv = a~2 "" a~v = a~2 ... a~v'[ai2 "'" aihv = era& "" a&v'] .
Proof. (--~). It is trivial since
Therefore in any case there exists a ~ e X* --M such that A n Aa @ 2~ and aMn M =/= ~, that is (X* --M) n A-1A ch g. [] Let us recall that a submonoid M of X* is free if and only if the minimal set of generators of it ~ = M+ --(M+) 2 is a code, so that by Eq. (4.1) and Lemma 4.1 one has M is free +-+ 11)/is a code +-+ (X* --M) n M-1M n MM -1 = ~, that is the Schiitzenberger theorem.
In conclusion we observe that if A _C X + from the condition A code <--+ the product A*A is unambiguous and by Eq. 
